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Abstract 
 

JACK RedEntities is a Java program that models the behaviour of autonomous small 
inshore craft in a simulated environment. The purpose of this project was to use the JACK 
Intelligent Agents software to automate the behaviours of small inshore craft and simplify the 
scenario development effort in relation to these entities.  

The JACK-VMSA bridge federate is a Virtual Maritime Systems Architecture (VMSA) 
federate that enables JACK RedEntities to control inshore craft within a VMSA 
simulation. 

This document describes the technical details of the agent software application that was 
developed, as well as how this application integrates with Defence R&D Canada – Atlantic’s 
VMSA execution system.  

This document covers version 1.0.0 of JACK RedEntities and version 1.0.0 JACK-VMSA 
bridge federate. 
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Résumé 
 
 

JACK RedEntities est un logiciel Java qui modélise le comportement d’embarcations 
côtières autonomes dans un environnement simulé. Le but de ce projet était de se servir du 
logiciel d’agents intelligents JACK pour automatiser le comportement de petits bateaux 
côtiers et simplifier l’élaboration des scénarios qui utilisent ces entités. 

Le pont JACK-VMSA est un fédéré de l’architecture des systèmes virtuels maritimes 
(VMSA) qui permet à JACK RedEntities de diriger les embarcations côtières dans le cadre 
d’une simulation VMSA. 

Ce document décrit les aspects techniques du logiciel d’agent qui a été développé, ainsi que la 
manière dont cette application s’intègre au système d’exécution de la VMSA de R et D pour 
la défense Canada – Atlantique. 

Ce document s’applique à la version 1.0.0 de JACK RedEntities et à la version 1.0.0 du 
fédéré du pont JACK-VMSA. 
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Executive Summary 
 
 
JACK RedEntities and the JACK-VMSA Bridge Federate: User Guide and 
Technical Description 

Gaudet, B.J.; DRDC Atlantic CR 2008-021; Defence R&D Canada – 
Atlantic; March 2008.  

 
 
Background: The Virtual Maritime Systems Architecture (VMSA) is a framework for 
distributed simulations based on the High Level Architecture (HLA) as defined by the 
Defence Modelling Simulation Office (DMSO). VMSA was originally developed by the 
Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) and is now in use by all of 
the Technical Cooperation Program (TTCP) countries including Canada. 
 
The JACK-VMSA bridge federate is just one of many federate modules within the VMSA 
simulation federation. Its function is to integrate the JACK RedEntities module with a 
VMSA simulation, so that RedEntities can control the behaviour of small inshore vessels. 
 
Results: The behaviours of neutral fishing boats and enemy attack boats were successfully 
modelled using agent-based technology. Boats react to changes in their environment and carry 
out predetermined tasks at appropriate times in response to their perceived surroundings. 
Limited intercommunication and cooperation were also successfully modelled. 
 
Significance: DRDC Atlantic now has a federate and associated agent system that can be 
used to automate the behaviour of multiple small boats of different types and affiliations. 
 
Future Plans: More sophisticated behaviours should be added to the neutral and enemy 
boats, such as time-of-day behaviours (e.g., returning to port), rules of maritime traffic and 
terrain awareness. A graphical tool to allow the easy generation of scenarios should also be 
developed. 
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Sommaire 
 
 
JACK RedEntities and the JACK-VMSA Bridge Federate: User Guide and 
Technical Description 

Gaudet, B.J.; DRDC Atlantic CR 2008-021; R & D pour la défense  
Canada – Atlantique; mars 2008.  

 
 
Contexte : L’architecture des systèmes virtuels maritimes (VMSA) est une structure de 
simulations distribuées qui utilise l’architecture de haut niveau (HLA) telle qu’elle est définie 
par le Defence Modelling Simulation Office (DMSO). La VMSA a été élaborée en premier 
lieu par l’Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) et est maintenant 
utilisée par tous les pays membres du programme de coopération technique (TTCP), y 
compris le Canada. 
 
Le fédéré du pont JACK-VMSA est un des nombreux modules fédérés compris dans la 
fédération de simulation de la VMSA. Ce fédéré sert à intégrer le module JACK 
RedEntities dans une simulation de la VMSA de sorte que RedEntities puisse diriger le 
comportement d’embarcations côtières. 
 
Résultats : Les comportements de bateaux de pêche neutres et de navires d’attaque ennemis 
ont été modélisés avec succès à l’aide d’une technologie fondée sur les agents. Les bateaux 
réagissent aux changements dans leur environnement et exécutent des tâches prédéterminées 
aux moments opportuns selon leur perception de leur milieu. On a aussi réussi à modéliser des 
communications et des exemples de coopération limités entre bateaux. 
 
Importance : RDDC Atlantique possède maintenant un fédéré et son système d’agents, qui 
peuvent servir à automatiser le comportement de plusieurs embarcations de types et 
d’appartenances différents. 
 
Travaux futurs : On prévoit ajouter des comportements plus complexes aux embarcations 
neutres et ennemies, tels que des comportements liés à l’heure de la journée (par exemple : le 
retour au port), les règles du trafic maritime et la conscience du milieu. Un outil graphique qui 
faciliterait la conception de scénarios devrait aussi être développé. 
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1. Introduction 
 

JACK RedEntities simulates the behaviour of small inshore vessels (both neutrals 
and enemies) and communicates with the JACK-VMSA bridge federate to participate 
in a Virtual Maritime Systems Architecture (VMSA) [1] federation. Each vessel is a 
VMSA composite entity, or platform. 

JACK RedEntities and the JACK-VMSA bridge federate were developed to 
support a research project involving the use of software agents for scenario 
development and run-time control [2].  

The bridge federate uses Polka Version 2.0 [3], an application framework developed at 
Defence R&D Canada – Atlantic (DRDC Atlantic). 

JACK RedEntities was developed using the JACK Agent Development 
Environment ([4], [5]). It provides a framework for developing autonomous agents 
that follow the Beliefs-Desires-Intentions (BDI) model of behaviour. 

This document is comprised of three main sections; the first (Section 2) is a user 
manual for the bridge and JACK RedEntities application, the second (Section 3) 
provides the technical description for the JACK-VMSA bridge federate, and the third 
(Section 4) provides the technical description for the JACK RedEntities 
application. 
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2. User Manual 
 

2.1 Introduction  

2.1.1 Version History 

Version 1.0.0 of the bridge and JACK RedEntities are fully functional systems with 
no known errors.  

2.1.2 Compliance 

Table 2 describes the tools, frameworks, application programming interfaces       
(APIs) and platforms involved in the development and execution of both JACK 
RedEntities and the JACK-VMSA bridge. 

Table 2. Compliance 

 VERSION COMMENTS 

JACK RedEntities 1.0.0  

JACK-VMSA bridge 1.0.0 Polka 2.0 - compliant VMSA federate. 

Programming Language Java 5  

IDE Eclipse 3.0 M5  

VMS-FOM VMS-FOM_JACK VBE-E FOM 0.5.01 + Damage attribute added 
to CompositeEntity + ID attribute added to 
RelativeVisualTrack  

RTI MÄK 2.4  

Platform Windows XP  

 

All testing of the bridge federate has been done using HLA 1.3, since both the 
Execution Manager and Horizon federates are not yet 1516-compliant. However, it is 
expected that the bridge will run properly in a 1516 federation since it has been built 
with Polka 2.0 which is intended to create 1516-compliant federates.  

                                                      
1 This is the version of the VMSA FOM that was used for final VBE-E experimentation.  
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2.2 Installation  

2.2.1 System Requirements 

JACK RedEntities is a Java application that requires the JACK runtime libraries. It 
should run on any platform that has access to the JACK-VMSA bridge. 

The JACK-VMSA bridge is a Java federate and should run on any platform for which 
the VMSA base classes and Java bindings for the Run Time Infrastructure (RTI) are 
available.  

No attempt has been made to determine the minimum system requirements, but the 
lowest-end machine that has been used to date is described in Table 3.  

 

Table 3. System requirements 

ITEM DETAILS 

CPU Quad 3.06 GHz Xeon 

Memory 2GB 

Operating System Windows XP 

 

This configuration was able to support an entire VMSA federation, with 35 composite 
entity / tracks and 25 guns (two 76mms, fourteen 50cal Heavy Machine Guns (HMG), 
and nine Rocket Propelled Grenades (RPGs)). The federation was able to run at 5x 
real-time. It does not make large demands on either the processor or memory and 
should run on lower-end machines. 

2.2.2 Installation Instructions 

The installation zip file includes all the executables, Java Archive (JAR) files, and 
documentation specific to this system in a hierarchy of sub-directories. Simply unzip 
the file to your federate directory. For example, in the Virtual Combat Systems (VCS) 
group at DRDC Atlantic unzip the installation file to: 

V:\DRDC-Simulations\apps\vmsa\federates 

This will create the following directory structure: 
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bin contains the starting batch file. The complete list of files is given in Table 4. 

cfg contains the configuration files, the Simulation Object Model (SOM) file and 
the RTI Initialization Data (RID) file.  

doc holds the Javadoc Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML) files that describe the 
source and this document (in PDF format).  

lib holds all required JAR files, including one for each side of the bridge and one 
for the RedEntities.  

src holds the Java source code. The classes are well described in the Javadocs and 
elsewhere in this document (see Section 3.3). 

The files included in each of these directories are listed int Table 4.   
 

Table 4. Files included in the directories 

DIRECTORY FILE NOTES 

bin JACKBridge-JACK-Side.bat A batch file to start the JACK side of the 
federate. 

 JACKBridge-VMSA-Side.bat A batch file to start the VMSA side of 
the federate. 

cfg JACKBridgeSOM.xml The federate’s SOM file. 

 JACKBridge.ini The federate’s configuration file. 

 scenario.xml The scenario parameters. 

doc JACK RedEntities DRDC 
Documentation.doc 

This document. 

lib Log4j-1.2.8.jar Required for some debug data 
statements. 

 JACKBridge-JACK-Side.jar The JACK side of the bridge. 

 JACKBridge-VMSA-Side.jar The VMSA side of the bridge. 

 RedEntities.jar The JACK agents. 
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lib hla.jar The RTI interface. 

 Polka.jar The Polka framework base classes. 

 JACKSerializable.jar The Java classes sent across the 
bridge. 

 vcsutilities.jar General-purpose utility code. 

 

2.3 Bridge Start-up  

A batch file is used to start the agent system. There are several ways of doing this, but 
this document will only discuss the method currently in use at DRDC Atlantic.  

2.3.1 The Command Line 

The following command line needed to run the JACK-VMSA bridge federate: 

java -classpath %CLASSPATH% redForce_VMSA.Bridge 
%CMD_LINE_ARGS% 

All of the options must appear on a single line when using a batch file to start the 
federate. The environment variables %CLASSPATH% and %CMD_LINE_ARGS% are set 
using the system of batch files that runs from the command line. The arguments are 
explained in Table 5.  
 

Table 5. Explanation of command line items for starting the JACK-VMSA bridge federate. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

Classpath This class path tells JAVA where to find all the required 
libraries. 

redForce_VMSA.Bridge The package and class for the entry point to the 
federate. The package is called redForce_VMSA, 
and the main class is Bridge. 

%CMD_LINE_ARGS% This environment variable is the set of command line 
arguments that are passed to the federate. Command 
line arguments do not need to be passed as an 
environment variable, but this is how it is done with the 
system currently in use at DRDC Atlantic (see section 
2.3.2). 
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2.3.2 Command Line Arguments 

This federate takes four command-line arguments (Table 6) which specify the 
federate configuration file, the port numbers to open for the RedEntities 
application, and the template for entities to be modelled by JACK. Any of the 
properties in the federate configuration file can also be overridden on the command 
line by specifying them with a –D switch (e.g. –D FEDERATE=MyFed).  
 

Table 6. Command line arguments accepted by the federate 

ARGUMENT EXPLANATION 

-config 
ConfigurationFilename 

The name of the configuration file. 

-ToJACKPort The port number of the VMSA->JACK connection. 

-FromJACKPort The port number of the JACK->VMSA connection. 

-RedNameTemplate A VMSA entity name describing all entities modelled by JACK. 

-D property=value Override the property entry in the configuration file with value. 

 

An example command line argument string is given below: 

-config c:\ini\JACKBridge\VMSASide.ini -ToJACKPort 
12000 -FromJACKPort 12001 -RedNameTemplate 
*.*.*.FishingBoat.*.*.*.* 

2.3.3 Configuration Files 

This federate requires one configuration file: bridge.ini.  

2.3.3.1 Bridge.ini 
This file is specified to the federate by the –config command line 
parameter. It contains the Polka-related configuration items and controls 
overall execution behaviour (i.e., how the federate will behave within the 
federation). A sample file is shown in Table 7.  

 

Table 7. Sample bridge.ini 

## Header 
#Wed Jun 22 09:59:21 ADT 2005 
DEBUG_LEVEL=INFO 
FED_FILENAME=V:/DRDC-Simulations/apps/vmsa/fom/vms- 
  fom_jack.fed 
RESIGN_ACTION=RELEASE_ATTRIBUTES 
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LOG_CONFIG_FILENAME=log4j.ini 
FEDERATION_NAME=JACKTest 
FEDERATE_NAME=JACKBridge 
LOOKAHEAD=0.1 
TIME_STEP=0.1 
SOM_FILENAME=V:/DRDC- 
  Simulations/apps/vmsa/federates/JACK/JACK-1.0.0/cfg   
  /JACKSOM.xml 
TIME_CONSTRAINED=YES 
TIME_REGULATING=YES 
TICK=10 
 
RTI_VERSION=1.3 
RTI_VENDOR=MaK 

 

2.4 RedEntities Start-up 

The JACK side of the bridge is run using a batch file. There are several ways of doing 
this, but this document will only discuss the method currently in use at DRDC 
Atlantic. 

2.4.1 The Command Line 

The following command line is used to run JACK RedEntities: 
java -classpath %CLASSPATH% redForce_JACK_bridge.Bridge 
%CMD_LINE_ARGS% 

All the options must appear on a single line when using a batch file to start the 
federate. The environment variables %CLASSPATH% and %CMD_LINE_ARGS% are set 
using the system of batch files that runs the command line. The arguments are 
explained in Table 8. 
 

Table 8. Explanation of command line items for starting JACK RedEntities 

ITEM NOTES 

Classpath This class path tells JAVA where to find all the required 
libraries. 

redForce_JACK_bridge.Bridge The package and class for the entry point to the 
federate. The package is called 
redForce_JACK_bridge, and the main class is 
Bridge. 
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%CMD_LINE_ARGS% This environment variable is the set of command line 

arguments that are passed to the program. Command 
line arguments do not need to be passed as environment 
variables, but this is how it is done with the system 
currently in use at DRDC – Atlantic (see Section 2.4.2). 

2.4.2 Command Line Arguments 

This program takes four command-line arguments (Table 9) which specify the 
configuration file, the port numbers, and the VMSA host to connect to. 
   

Table 9. Command line arguments accepted by the federate 

ARGUMENT EXPLANATION 

-ConfigFile 
ConfigurationFilename 

The name of the configuration file. 

-ToVMSAPort The port number of the JACK->VMSA connection. 

-FromVMSAPort The port number of the VMSA->JACK connection. 

-VMSAHostName The name or IP address of the computer on which the VMSA side 
of the bridge is to be run. 

 

An example command line argument string is given below: 

-FromVMSAPort 12000 -ToVMSAPort 12001 -VMSAHostName 
127.0.0.1 -ConfigFile C:\ ini\JACKBridge\scenario.xml  

2.4.3 Configuration Files 

This program requires one configuration file: scenario.xml. While it is expected 
that this file structure should be largely reusable for other scenarios, it is also 
anticipated that it will need to be expanded to handle additional elements as the 
content of future scenarios becomes more varied and more complicated.  

The elements of this file were chosen to satisfy the requirements of a particular 
scenario as documented in [6]. The scenario involved a group of small hostile boats 
trying to control the passage of large vessels through a narrow strait. Two friendly 
frigates (i.e., aggressors) were located within the strait, prepared to defend against any 
unruly behaviours. Most large vessels were willing to abide by the rules of the 
insurgents, however, one was not. The hostile boats consisted of a spotter and 
numerous attackers. The spotter’s job was to monitor the forward part of the strait and 
contact the attackers when it detected the disobeying vessel (i.e., the target). The 
attacker’s job was to respond to the news of this detection by heading to one of two 
collection points from which they would eventually launch their attack on the target. 
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When the target crossed a preset imaginary ‘attack line’, the attackers approached the 
target and launched rocket propelled grenades at it (whenever they were within firing 
range). Each attacker then continued to attack until it ran out of grenades, realized that 
a large portion of its team had been destroyed, destroyed the target, or was destroyed 
itself. At any time throughout the scenario, if a spotter or attacker detected the nearby 
detonation of munition that was fired by one of the aggressors, it would temporarily 
alter its course away from the detonation location.       

2.4.3.1 Scenario.xml 
This file is specified to the application by the –config command line 
parameter. It specifies additional scenario information not provided by 
VMSA. The file structure is shown in Figure 10.  

 
Table 10. Structure of scenario.xml 

TAG ATTRIBUTES 
<JACK> -none- 
<Aggressor> ID: Full entity name of an aggressor ship within the scenario, 

e.g., SeaSurface.Military.Warship. 
Frigate.Canada.Halifax.Normal.Frigate1 

<Target> ID: Full entity name of an target ship within the scenario, e.g., 
SeaSurface.Commercial.Freighter. 
LargeFreighter.Canada.Merchant.B. 
Merchant4 

<AttackLine> Point1Lat: Latitude (degrees) of 1st point on the attack 
line. 

Point1Long: Longitude (degrees) of 1st point on the attack 
line. 

Point2Lat: Latitude (degrees) of 2nd point on the attack 
line. 

Point2Long: Longitude (degrees) of 2nd point on the attack 
line. 

AttackSideLat: Latitude (degrees) of a point to indicate 
the “attack” side of the line. 

AttackSideLong: Longitude (degrees) of a point to 
indicate the “attack” side of the line. 

<Collection 
Point> 

Name: Label 

Lat: Latitude (degrees) 
Long: Longitude (degrees) 
Tolerance: A radius (m) around the lat/long. When an entity 
is within this distance of the collection point, it is considered to 
have “arrived” at the point.  

<Munition>2 Name: The VMSA name of the munition being detonated. 

StandoffDistance: The distance (m) vessels will put 

                                                      
2 There should be one Munition entry in this scenario file for each possible munition type that could 
be fired at an attacker or the spotter.  
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between themselves and the detonation. 

PerceivableDistance: The maximum distance (m) at 
which vessels can see and be concerned about the detonation. 

 

2.5 Operation 

2.5.1 Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

No GUI is provided with either the bridge federate or the JACK automation program. 

2.5.2 Debugging Output 

The bridge federate, being a Polka compliant federate, uses Log4J to output 
debugging information. The level of information is controlled through the 
Debug_Level option in the INI configuration file. Possible options include: 

• DEBUG 
• INFO 
• WARN 
• NONE 

The DEBUG level provides the most information, with each successive level providing 
less information. 

As well, JACK RedEntities displays textual status information on each modelled 
entity every time its active task changes. 

2.6 Bridge Federate Behaviour 

The bridge federate monitors the VMSA simulation and passes information regarding 
composite entities, visual tracks and detonations to the JACK RedEntities 
application. It also forwards navigation and weapons commands from RedEntities 
to VMSA. 

2.6.1 Time Management Policies 

This version of the bridge is both time regulating and time constrained. The look-
ahead and time step are set in the .INI configuration file. 

2.6.2 Models 

As shown in Table 11, this federate subscribes to CompositeEntity, 
VisualSystem, RelativeVisualTrack and Gun objects. It also subscribes to 
MunitionDetonation interactions and publishes GunControl and 
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SetPropulsionSystemAttribute interactions. This federate also participates in 
the standard VMSA execution model described in [1]. 

2.6.2.1 Simulation Object Model (SOM) 
 

Table 11. Simulation Object Model 

CATEGORY CLASS PUBLISH SUBSCRIBE 
Objects CompositeEntity* No Yes 

  Air No Yes 

  SeaSurface No Yes 

  SubSurface No Yes 

  Land No Yes 

 ComponentEntity No Yes 

  SensorSystem No Yes 

   VisualSystem No Yes 

  Gun No Yes 

 Track No Yes 

  RelativeTrack No Yes 

   RelativeVisualTrack No Yes 

Interactions HLAInteractionRoot   

  ExecutionManagement    

   InitialiseFederate Yes Yes 

   CreateEntity Yes Yes 

   ExecutionManagementError Yes Yes 

   TerminateIteration Yes Yes 

   TerminateFederation Yes Yes 

   RemoveEntity Yes Yes 

  ControlMessage   

   GunControl   

    Fire Yes No 

    AssignTarget Yes No 

   PropulsionSystemControl   

  SetPropulsionSystemAttribute Yes No 

  Effect   

   WeaponEffect   

    MunitionDetonation No Yes 
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Synchronizations  Initialize   

  Simulate   

  End_Simulation   

  End_FedEx   
 

* Note that the bridge federate assumes ownership of the Affiliation attribute of 
modeled platforms. Ownership transfer is a non-standard action within VMSA. 
 

2.6.3 Execution Management 

The bridge federate must be included in the Participating Federates section of 
the Virtual Maritime Systems Execution Manager (VMSEM) federate script file, just 
like any other federate. 

2.6.4 Known Faults 
RedEntities occasionally reports the following exception: 
 
java.util.NoSuchElementException: Vector Enumeration 
 
This is an internal JACK exception and as such is outside of our ability to address. 
Agent Oriented Software Limited (AOS) has been notified of this issue. 

2.6.5 Known Limitations 
None. 
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3. Bridge Federate Technical Description 
 

3.1 Introduction 

This is a VMSA federate that acts as a bridge between the VMSA simulation and 
JACK RedEntities automation software for a limited set of VMSA objects and 
interactions. All entities and components are created in VMSA. Visual tracks, 
platform positions and munition detonations are forwarded from VMSA to 
RedEntities. Gun and propulsion commands are forwarded from RedEntities to 
VMSA.  

The bridge federate was developed using Java 5 and the Eclipse 3.1.0 IDE. 

3.1.1 Federate Compliance 

Table 12 summarizes the compliance for this federate. 

Table 12. Bridge federate compliance 

 VERSION COMMENTS 

JACK Bridge Federate 1.0.0 This federate provides communication between 
JACK RedEntities and VMSA. 

Programming Language Java 5  

FOM VMS-FOM_JACK VBE-E FOM 0.5.0 + Damage attribute added to 
CompositeEntity + ID attribute added to 
RelativeVisualTrack 

RTI Any vendor conforming 
to DMSO HLA 1.3 or 
IEEE 1516 (2000) 

 

Platform Windows XP, Intel 
processors 

Since this is a pure Java application and makes 
no use of native libraries, it should run on any 
Java compatible platform. It has only been 
tested on Windows XP. 

 

3.2 Federate Description 

The bridge federate informs RedEntities of changes to VMSA CompositeEntity, 
Gun, VisualSystem and RelativeVisualTrack objects and 
MunitionDetonation interactions. It issues GunControl and 
SetPropulsionSystemAttribute interactions when requested by RedEntities. 
It also assumes ownership of the Affiliation attribute of modeled 
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CompositeEntity objects and updates Affiliation when requested by 
RedEntities. Ownership transfer is a non-standard action within VMSA. 

3.3 Functional Description of Models and Classes 

The main classes that are used to implement the federate are described below. 

3.3.1 Bridge 
This is the main class of the application. It joins a VMSA federation, monitors 
relevant objects and interactions, and signals ToJack to send relevant data on every 
time step. 

3.3.2 FromJACK 
This class opens a socket in a separate thread and waits for RedEntities to establish 
a connection. It asynchronously waits for RedEntities to send VMSA requests and 
carries them out. 

3.3.3 ToJACK 
This class opens a socket and waits for RedEntities to establish a connection. It 
sends updated simulation information to RedEntities on every time step. 

3.3.4 Sendable 
This is an abstract class that allows you to determine whether an object has changed 
and needs to be sent to RedEntities. Gun, Platform and 
RelativeVisualTrack all descend from this class. 

3.3.5 Gun 
This class is used to hold Gun status information and package it into a 
JACKSerializable object for transmission. 

3.3.6 Platform 
This class is used to hold CompositeEntity information and package it into a 
JACKSerializable object for transmission. 

3.3.7 RelativeVisualTrack 
This class is used to hold RelativeVisualTrack information and package it into a 
JACKSerializable object for transmission. 

3.3.8 JACKSerializable Classes 
The JACKSerializable classes are used to send data back and forth across the 
bridge (VMSA JACK). They all implement the standard JAVA Serializable 
interface and as such can be sent across a network connection. 
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3.4 Overall Functional Description 
The bridge federate essentially functions as a data collector, tracking the creation, 
modification and deletion of relevant objects, as well as capturing 
MunitionDetonation interactions.  
 
Whenever a time advance is granted, a record of all changes since the last grant is sent 
to RedEntities. Once RedEntities replies to the transmission, the bridge 
implements all the requests contained within the reply (such as navigation and 
weapon fire requests and affiliation changes) the next time a time advance request is 
sent. 

3.5 Integration and Testing 
The bridge federate has been tested in a complex VMSA federation and behaves 
exactly as required. The test federation consisted of the MÄK RTI (version 2.4) and 
the Execution Manager [7], Damage3, Vision4, Horizon [8], JMotion [9], Mogwai and 
Gunnery [10] federates. In brief:  

• Execution Manager controls the synchronization and timely execution of all 
federates; 

• Damage monitors explosions and all platform locations, applies and 
publishes damage information, and requests the removal of an entity when it 
is completely destroyed;  

• Vision produces visual tracks with progressive amounts of information in the 
ID attribute as the distance between the host entity and detected entity 
decreases. This federate was used for the spotter and attacker agents only; 

• Horizon is an experimental command and control interface which held a few 
purposes in the test environment: 

o one instance was used for each frigate to display radar tracks, control 
its path through a helm interface, and to manually fire weapons at the 
attackers, and  

o another instance was used to display truth positions of all agents and 
VMSA entities, as well as to control the path of the neutral target 
entity through a helm interface;  

• JMotion controls propulsion for all entities; 
• Mogwai produces radar tracks. This federate was used for the frigates only; 

and 
• Gunnery control the firing of weapons at designated targets. This federate 

was used for the attacker agents and frigates only.  
 

                                                      
3 This federate is new and has not yet been fully documented. 
4 This federate is new and has not yet been fully documented. 
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3.6 Future Development 
As more behaviours get added to the agents, it may be necessary to expand the 
functionality of the bridge to include the handling of additional VMSA objects and 
interactions.  
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4. JACK RedEntities Technical Description 
 

4.1 Introduction 

This is a Java program, built using the JACK agent framework, that controls the 
behaviour of a variety of small inshore vessels. These behaviours currently include 
navigation and the operation of RPGs. Vessel behaviours are implemented 
hierarchically, so that attackers and spotters are simply specialized forms of fishing 
boats. The behaviours were chosen in order to satisfy the requirements of the scenario 
documented in [6] and summarized in Section 2.4.3. RedEntities was developed 
using Java 5, the Eclipse 3.1.0 IDE and JACK Developer (5.2). 

4.1.1 Compliance 

Table 13 summarizes the compliance for this application. 

Table 13. RedEntities compliance 

 VERSION COMMENTS 

RedEntities 1.0.0 This program automates the behaviours 
of fishing boats, attackers and spotters. 

Programming Language Java 5  

JACK 5.2  

Platform Windows XP, Intel processors Since this is a pure Java app and makes 
no use of native libraries it should run on 
any Java compatible platform. It has only 
been tested on Windows XP. 

 

4.2 Description 

RedEntities automates any number of small inshore vessels. It was specifically 
built to allow small enemy ships to carry out a semi-coordinated attack on a target. 
Vessels autonomously carry out different behaviours, depending on their perceived 
environment. Possible behaviours include fishing, attacking, retreating, escaping and 
gathering. 

4.3 Functional Description of Events, Plans and Agents 

The main classes that implement the application are described below. 
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4.3.1 _Prioritized_Agent  
This agent class is the basis for all agents in the application (i.e., all other agent 
classes descend from it). It contains the _PriorityTasks for the entity, and is 
responsible for checking for “autoposted” events and activating the agent’s highest 
priority task whenever a time step is signalled (through the Tick() method).  

4.3.2 _Prioritized_Plan 
This plan class is the basis for all plans that can be suspended (interrupted by higher 
priority tasks) or paused (waiting for the next time step). Descendent plans must call 
_prioritized_body() from their body() method, and must override the 
_processing_body() method. The programming of the actual plan processing 
should be in _processing_body(). The _prioritized_body() method invokes 
_processing_body()repeatedly, pausing for time steps between each call. 

4.3.3 _Prioritized_Event 
This event class is the basis for all events that are handled by prioritized plans. It 
contains a task ID that must be present for an instance of a prioritized plan to identify 
itself.  
 
More details on the management of prioritized plans and events in JACK can be 
found in [11]. 

4.3.4 SmallBoatAgent 
This agent is the basis for all the vessels being automated. It has the ability to escape 
from detonations and handle the Move_Event by selecting the appropriate plan 
(ChangeSpeed_Plan, MoveToIntercept_Plan, MoveInDirection_Plan 
or MoveToPoint_Plan). It communicates with the bridge to change its speed and 
course. The bridge invokes this agent’s methods to update information relating to its 
location and visual tracks. 
 
This agent also uses the ActInnocent_Plan to simulate fishing behaviours. 
Descendent enemy agents use this same plan to appear innocuous. 

4.3.5 AttackerAgent 
This agent implements a vessel which attacks the target entity. It generates an 
autoposted event (TargetCrossedAttackLine_Event) whenever it observes the 
target vessel on the “attack side” of the designated attack line. It handles the 
TargetNotification_Event event (sent by a SpotterAgent) which causes it to 
move to the closer of two pre-determined collection points. It communicates with the 
bridge to fire its weapon at the target and also switch its affiliation from neutral to 
enemy. The bridge invokes this agent’s gunStatusUpdate() method to update its 
weapon’s status information. 
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4.3.6 SpotterAgent 
This agent implements a vessel whose main objective is to identify the target entity. It 
performs its default plan (ActInnocent_Plan) and issues a 
TargetNotification_Event whenever it first sees the target. Its own 
NotifyAttackersOfTarget_Plan then sends the 
TargetIdentification_Event event to all known AttackerAgents and marks 
the target as “seen”. 

4.3.7 ActInnocent_Plan 
This is the default plan for all SmallBoatAgents. The JACK side of the bridge gets 
each SmallBoatAgent (including its descendents) to send itself an 
ActInnocent_Event (which is handled by this plan) after agent creation and 
initialization. A side effect of the JACK code generation is that no beliefset operations 
can be performed in the agent constructor, so a separate init() method is required to 
set up the initial beliefset state.  
 
ActInnocent_Plan simulates rudimentary fishing behaviour. The vessel proceeds 
on a random course until it gets farther than a pre-set distance from a central location. 
It then changes its course so that it heads back over that central point. Additionally, 
there is a 5% probability on each time step that a new random course will be chosen. 
The new random course is always within 90° of the current course. 
 
Since ActInnocent_Plan is the lowest priority task for any vessel, it will be 
suspended any time other plans are activated. After a higher priority task completes, 
the execution falls back to ActInnocent_Plan. When this happens, the plan needs 
to be aware that it has been suspended so that it can reset its fishing centre location, 
otherwise it would immediately move back to the original location, which would be 
undesirable if it had just moved to a collection point. To resolve this issue, a 
WasInterrupted field was added to the _PriorityTasks beliefset. 
ActInnocent_Plan checks this flag on each time step and resets its center location 
to its current location when appropriate. 

4.3.8 Attack_Plan 
This plan is initiated in response to TargetCrossedAttackLine_Event.  
 
This plan repeatedly posts Attack_Event, which is handled by both 
GetIntoAttackRange_Plan (if the range to the target is greater than 80% of its 
gun’s maximum range) and FireWeapon_Plan (range is 80% or less than gun 
range). It continues attacking until it determines that the attack should cease:  

• when the agent is out of ammunition;  
• the target is destroyed; or 
• more than a pre-set number of other attackers have been seen to be destroyed.  

 
Once the attack ends, it posts AttackEnd_Event, which is handled by 
Retreat_Plan. 
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4.3.9 ChangeSpeed_Plan, MoveInDirection_Plan, 
MoveToIntercept_Plan, MoveToPoint_Plan 

These plans all handle Move_Event. They all implement simple navigation to 
achieve a goal. ChangeSpeed_Plan and MoveInDirection_Plan simply request a 
change in speed or course. MoveToIntercept_Plan and MoveToPoint_Plan each 
involve recalculation of the vessel’s course at each time step to achieve their goal. 
Move_Event has four different invocation methods, each of which accepts the 
specific parameters required to carry out the request: 

• setSpeed(speed) 
• goInDirection(course, speed) 
• intercept(trackIdentifier, speed) 
• getTo(LatLongHeight, speed) 

 
Speed can be specified as “STOP”, “SLOW”, “FAST”, or a string representation of 
meters per second. 

4.3.10 ChooseClosestAggressor_MetaPlan 
This plan chooses between multiple generated instances of 
RetreatFromAggressor_Plan (which handles 
RetreatFromClosestAggressor_Event) so that the vessel will move away from 
the closest visible Aggressor when retreating. 

4.3.11 ChooseClosestCollectionPoint_MetaPlan 
This plan chooses between multiple generated instances of GatherAtPoint_Plan 
(which handles TargetNotification_Event) so that the vessel will move to the 
closest CollectionPoint. 

4.3.12 FireWeapon_Plan 
This plan sets the vessel’s speed to SLOW, changes the affiliation to Red and fires its 
weapon at the specified target track.  

4.3.13 GatherAtPoint_Plan 
This plan selects a CollectionPoint and moves to it. 
ChooseClosestCollectionPoint_MetaPlan selects the 
GatherAtPoint_Plan that has selected the point that is closest to the vessel’s 
current position. 

4.3.14 GetIntoAttackRange_Plan 
This plan simply moves the vessel towards the target vessel. Its context method only 
allows it to be chosen to handle Attack_Event if the target vessel is within less than 
80% of the gun’s maximum range. 
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4.3.15 MoveToSafety_Plan 
This plan handles Explosion_Event. It moves the vessel away from the detonation 
position, using a course that is the average of the current course and one that is 180° 
away from the detonation. The plan successfully completes when the current position 
is at least standoffDistance (in the Munitions beliefset) away from the 
detonation position. 

4.3.16 NotifyAttackersOfTarget_Plan 
This plan sends a TargetNotification_Event to each AttackerAgent known 
by the SpotterAgent. It handles the TargetIdentification_Event, which is 
automatically posted by the SpotterAgent to itself when the target vessel is 
detected. An instance of this plan for each AttackerAgent is generated by the 
context() method. All instances are allowed to run, thereby informing all attackers 
of the approaching threat. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates the relationships between the events, plans and agents involved in 
the processing that occurs when a target vessel is identified. 
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Figure 1. Target recognition behaviour 
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4.3.17 Retreat_Plan 
This plan handles AttackEnd_Event, and repeatedly posts 
RetreatFromClosestAggressor_Event until no aggressors are visible. 

4.3.18 RetreatFromAggressor_Plan 
This plan handles RetreatFromClosestAggressor_Event. One instance of the 
plan is generated for each visible aggressor. The plan to execute is selected by 
ChooseClosestAggressor_MetaPlan. It moves the vessel at FAST speed on a 
course 180° away from the aggressor. 

4.3.19 Explosion_Event 
This event is posted when VMSA notifies RedEntities that a detonation has 
occurred. The event is only posted to SmallBoatAgents that are within 
perceivableDistance (in the Munitions beliefset) of the detonation. 

4.4 Beliefsets 

4.4.1 _PriorityTasks 
This beliefset includes the set of active plans for the current agent. Its fields are 
described in Table 14. 
 

Table 14. PriorityTasks beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID String The concatenation of Priority and SubOrder, e.g. 
“2.1”. 

Priority Long The priority assigned to this task type. 
SubOrder Long The order in which tasks of this Priority were added. 

CancellableStatus Int 

0 = cannot be cancelled by another task. 
1 = can be cancelled by another task of the same or higher 
Priority. 
2 = was suspended by another task, should be cancelled 
ASAP. 

Running Boolean Task is currently executing (false = paused). 
WasInterrupted Boolean Set to true whenever a higher priority task is executed. 
Description String Informative description provided by the task initiator. 

 

4.4.2 Aggressors 
This beliefset includes a list of IDs of aggressor vessels. Its fields are described in 
Table 15.  
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Table 15. Aggressors beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 

ID String Identification string of an aggressor. This field is made up of 8 dot-
delimited strings, following the VMSA entity name format5.  

 

4.4.3 AttackLine 
This beliefset includes the imaginary line that determines when AttackerAgents 
will start to attack targets. Its fields are described in Table 16.   

Table 16. AttackLine beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
ID String Dummy key field. 

LLH1 Object 
(LatLongHeight) One point on the attack line. 

LLH2 Object 
(LatLongHeight) Another point on the attack line. 

mySideLLH Object 
(LatLongHeight) 

A point, not on the attack line, that indicates which side of the 
attack line is the “attack side”. 

 

4.4.4 CollectionPoints 
This beliefset includes the set of locations at which the attackers will gather. Its fields 
are described in Table 17. 
 

Table 17. CollectionPoints beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Name String Informative identifier. 
Lat Double Latitude of collection point. 
Long Double Longitude of collection point. 

Radius Double 
A radius (m) around the collection point. When an entity is within this 
distance of the collection point, it is considered to have “arrived” at the 
point. 

 

4.4.5 Munitions 
This beliefset includes descriptions of various munitions whose detonations the 
vessels must escape from. Its fields are described in Table 18. 
 

Table 18. Munitions beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Name  String The VMSA enumeration name of the warhead. 

                                                      
5 E.g., SeaSurface.Military.Warship.Frigate.Australia.FFG.Adelaide Class.HMAS Adelaide 
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standoffDistance Double The distance to move away from the detonation. 

perceiveableDistance Double The distance away from the detonation that the 
vessel will “notice” a detonation. 

4.4.6 MyLocation 
This beliefset includes status information about the vessel. Its fields are described in 
Table 19. 
 

Table 19. MyLocation beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Name String Dummy key field. 
LLH Object (LatLongHeight) Current location. 
Course Object (Angle) Current course. 

 

4.4.7 Targets 
This beliefset includes a list of IDs of target vessels. Its fields are described in Table 
20. 
 

Table 20. Targets beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
ID String Full identification string (8 dot-delimited fields) of a target. 

 

4.4.8 Targets_CrossedLine 
This beliefset includes a list of IDs of target vessels that have already crossed the 
attack line. Its fields are described in Table 21. 
  

Table 21. Targets_CrossedLine beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
ID String Full identification string (8 dot-delimited fields) of a target. 

 

4.4.9 Targets_Identified 
This beliefset includes a list of IDs of target vessels of which the AttackerAgents 
have already been notified. Its fields are described in Table 22. 
 

Table 22. Targets_Identified beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
ID String Full identification string (8 dot-delimited fields) of a target. 
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4.4.10 VisualTracks 
This beliefset includes a list of all entities that the SmallBoatAgent can see. Its 
fields are described in Table 23. 
 

Table 23. VisualTracks beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
ID String Track name. 
Name String Track platform instance name (real VMSA name). 
Range Double Distance to track entity. 

Bearing Object 
(Angle) Bearing to track entity. 

Identification String Identification made up of 8 dot-delimited strings. May be 
truncated if the track is far away. 

Damage String Undamaged/Minor/Moderate/Severe/Destroyed. 
ShipClass String Aggressor/Target/Attacker/<blank>. 

 

4.4.11 Weapons 
This beliefset includes status information about the vessel’s weapons. Its fields are 
described in Table 24. 
 

Table 24. Weapons beliefset 

FIELD TYPE DESCRIPTION 
Name String Weapon name. 
RoundsRemaining Long Ammunition left. 
CurrentTarget String VMSA track name of currently targeted track. 

Status String Weapon status (Ready/Coarse Aiming/Fine 
Aiming/Aimed/Firing/Reloading/Jammed). 

Range Double Maximum range of weapon. 

 

4.5 Overall Functional Description 
RedEntities connects to VMSA through the VMSA-JACK bridge. Position 
updates, gun status updates, track updates and detonation events are received from the 
bridge as a batch on every time step. These updates are then applied to all the agents 
in RedEntities (new agents are created whenever RedEntities is notified of their 
creation in VMSA). After all updates are processed, each agent’s Tick() method is 
called.  
 
When an agent executes its Tick() method, it first calls 
generateAutopostedEvents() to allow itself to examine its beliefsets and 
determine if any events need to be posted in response to conditions becoming true in 
its environment (e.g. a target vessel crossing the attack line). The agent then activates 
its highest-priority task (newly created agents have no active tasks, so their 
ActInnocent() method is called to initiate their ActInnocent_Plan.) and runs 
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until it takes an action, such as a navigational change or firing a weapon. At this time, 
the agent suspends the task and waits for Tick() to be called again.  
 
After the RedEntities bridge process calls Tick() on all the agents (or 
ActInnocent()), it enters a waiting loop, testing the collection of agents every 50 
milliseconds until all agents are in a suspended state. This indicates that they have 
completed their processing for the current time step. In the meantime, the agents may 
have called some of RedEntities’ VMSA interface methods, to affect the behaviour 
of the VMSA CompositeEntities being automated by the agents. Once all agents 
are suspended, RedEntities can signal to the VMSA side of the bridge that it has 
completed the current time step. It then waits for the next VMSA time step. 

4.6 Future Development 
In terms of enhancements to existing behaviours, the 
RetreatFromAggressor_Plan should be modified so that the agent considers the 
location of all visible aggressors when it decides which direction to retreat in, rather 
than just the location of the closest aggressor.  
 
More sophisticated behaviours for all agent types could be developed, including 
maritime “rules of the road” and time-of-day behaviours. 
 
A graphical tool to create scenario files (for both RedEntities and VMSA) would 
also be very useful. 
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AOS Agent Oriented Software 

BDI Beliefs-Desires-Intentions 

DMSO Defence Modelling Simulation Office 

DRDC Defence R&D Canada 

DSTO Defence Science and Technology Organisation 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

HLA High Level Architecture 

HMG Heavy Machine Gun 

HTML HyperText Markup Language 

JAR Java Archive 

RID RTI Initialization Data 

RPG Rocket Propelled Grenade 

RTI Run Time Infrastructure 

SDK Software Development Kit 

SOM Simulation Object Model 

TTCP The Technical Cooperation Program 

VCS Virtual Combat Systems  

VMSA Virtual Maritime Systems Architecture 

VMSEM Virtual Maritime Systems Execution Manager 
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